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九章算術. Les neuf chapitres: Le classique mathe´matique de la Chine ancienne et ses commen-
taires
ByKarineChemlaandGuoShuchun.Dunod,Paris (2004). ISBN2-10-007778-3, xvii+1117pp.
The Chinese mathematical treatise Jiu zhang suan shu 九章算術 (Computational Proce-
dures of Nine Categories), compiled no later than the ﬁrst century AD, was ﬁrst translated
into Russian [Berezkina, 1957] and later into German [Vogel, 1968] and Japanese
[O¯ya, 1975; Shimizu, 1975–1976].1 However, the ﬁrst complete translation into amodern lan-
guage (Japanese) of the voluminous commentary credited to Liu Hui劉徽was not published
until 1980 [Kawahara, 1980b], and it was not translated into anyWestern language until 19990315-0860/$ - see front matter  2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2009.07.010
E-mail address: alexei.volkov@gmail.com
q An earlier version of this paper entitled “Comment commenter les commentaires?” was presented
at a workshop jointly organized by the research group CNRS-REHSEIS and the Institute Henri
Poincare´ (Paris) on June 23, 2006. The author would like to express his gratitude to the organizers of
the workshop, to Benno van Dalen for his kind invitation to publish this essay review in Historia
Mathematica, and to Antoni Malet for his highly useful suggestions and editorial work.
1 All Western translators assumed that the term zhang 章 in the title makes reference to the
chapters of the treatise (also rendered by Berezkina and Vogel as “books”); for example, the authors
of the book under review suggest “Les Neuf chapitres sur les proce´dures mathe´matiques” [Chemla
and Guo, 2004, XIII]. The rationale of my somewhat unorthodox rendering of the title stems from
the fact that the term jiu zhang, as it follows from Liu Hui’s Preface to the treatise, refers to the
legendary mathematical curriculum of antiquity containing nine categories of mathematical
methods rather than to the number of chapters of the treatise [Volkov, 1986]; see Chemla and Guo
[2004, 126–127] for a translation of the Preface. Another option to render the title would be to
provide its modern Mandarin (and therefore, phonologically anachronistic) phonetic transliteration
Jiu zhang suan shu using the pinyin transliteration widely used in continental European sinology. In
this article I chose the latter option, following the example of great books of science whose titles
sound familiar even without translation, such as Sulbasutras, Almagest, and Principia.
282 Essay Review /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 281–301[Shen et al., 1999]. This essay review focuses on the full, annotated French translation of the
treatise and commentary by Karine Chemla and Guo Shuchun [Chemla and Guo, 2004], yet
a considerable part of it is devoted to the works of their precursors.
1. The treatise and the commentaries: an overview
The treatise is organized as a list of problems accompanied by answers and the procedures
for solving the problems. The commentary on the treatise is credited to one Liu Hui 劉徽
whose biographical data remain unknown,2 except that the date of completion of his com-
mentary (263 AD) is speciﬁed elsewhere by Li Chunfeng 李淳風 (602–670).3 Li Chunfeng
occupied leading positions in governmental institutions related to astronomy and astrology
and directed the team that produced an edition to be used as a mathematical textbook in the
Mathematical College (Suan xue筭學) of the Supervisorate of National Youth (Guo zi jian
國子監).4 It is generally assumed that all the parts of the received commentary not signed by
Li Chunfeng and his team5 were authored by the elusive mathematician of the third cen-
tury.6 Modern historians often tacitly assume that once the editorial work of Li Chunfeng’s
team was accomplished in 656, the contents of the treatise never changed, yet no evidence
supports this hypothesis. Moreover, Guo Shuchun has shown that diﬀerent manuscript ver-
sions of the treatise were circulating already by the late ﬁrst millennium AD.7
The importance of Liu Hui’s commentary stems from the fact that it oﬀers explanations
of the mathematical algorithms used in the treatise. In a number of cases these explanations
are so meticulous and thorough that modern researchers speak about Liu Hui’s proofs. One
may ask whether the concept of proof was indeed developed in Chinese mathematics by the
third century or else we deal here with an anachronistic reconstruction, but at any rate
Liu Hui’s commentary, edited (and possibly reworked) by the team of the seventh-century
editors, oﬀers a unique opportunity to explore reasoning strategies of Chinese mathe-
maticians of the ﬁrst millennium AD that with few exceptions are not explicit in other
Chinese mathematical treatises.2 Guo Shuchun advances several hypotheses concerning Liu’s personal and professional
background [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 60–61].
3 SS [16, 25a].
4 The names and oﬃcial positions of two members of his team are known: one was Liang Shu梁述,
a Doctor (Bo shi 博士, i.e., a Lecturer) of the Mathematical College, the other, Wang Zhenru 王真
儒, an assistant professor (Zhu jiao 助教) of the State University (Tai xue 太學). On the
Supervisorate of National Youth and its schools, see Des Rotours [1932] and Lee [2000]; on its
Mathematical College, see, for example, Siu and Volkov [1999].
5 The commentaries by Li Chunfeng’s team can be easily identiﬁed since they begin with a standard
formula, “[We], [your] servants [Li] Chunfeng and others, respectfully explain:. . .” 臣淳風等謹按,
formally addressed to the Emperor who was supposed to approve the editorial work before the
collection was made available to the students.
6 Some authors questioned this assumption by pointing to some inconsistencies it implies, yet
without suggesting any particular hypothesis about the origins and structure of the commentaries
conventionally credited to Liu Hui; see, for example, Wagner [1978b]. Chemla’s and Guo’s preface
brieﬂy mentions the question of the commentary’s authenticity without solving it [Chemla and Guo,
2004, xv]. The scale and nature of the emendations done by Li Chunfeng’s team remains unknown
and is not discussed by Chemla and Guo, as Wagner promptly noted [Wagner, 2006, 320].
7 See Chemla and Guo [2004, 66–67, 73] and Guo Shuchun’s works referred to in footnote 1, p. 67
and footnote 3, p. 73.
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to the 1950s in Japan (especially by Mikami Yoshio三上義夫 (1875–1950) [Mikami, 1913,
1932–1934]) and China (especially by Li Yan李儼 (1892–1963) and Qian Baocong錢寶琮
(1892–1974)) focused on the parts of the commentary featuring the mathematical methods
most interesting from a modern viewpoint, such as the calculation of the approximate value
of p and inﬁnitesimal methods of calculation of the areas and volumes of certain geometrical
ﬁgures. However, no proper attention was paid to the whole of Liu Hui’s commentary as a
text representing a coherent system of mathematical concepts and methods. At the early
stages this shortcoming may have been due to the traditional approach adopted in studies
ofChinese classical texts: the status of the classics was always higher than that of the commen-
taries. Thus, the focal point of Wang Ling’s unpublished doctoral dissertation [Wang, 1956]
was the Jiu zhang suan shu itself, while Liu Hui’s commentary was seldom mentioned; the
author’s goal was to reconstruct the oldest layer of mathematical knowledge in the treatise.
The Russian translation of the treatise published by the then 26 year old doctoral student
El’vira I. Berezkina (”kmdbpa B. <epeзrbya) [Berezkina, 1957] opened a new era for the
studies of the treatise and laid a solid foundation for further work. Unfortunately,
Berezkina, as well as Kurt Vogel later on [Vogel, 1968] did not include Liu Hui’s commen-
taries in their translations of the Jiu zhang and in some cases, it seems, did not even take
them into consideration.8 An important shift of focus in Soviet historiography of Chinese
mathematics is related to the name of Adol’f P. Yushkevich (Alokma G. >iredbч, 1906–
1993). In the ﬁrst chapter of his History of mathematics in the Middle Ages [Yushkevich,
1961] (translated into German in 1964), written soon after the publication of Berezkina’s
translation and the third volume of Needham’s series, Yushkevich claimed the existence
of a mathematical tradition concerned primarily with computational algorithms in contra-
distinction to the “deductive mathematics” of the “Euclidean” tradition. He labelled the
former tradition “Medieval mathematics” and suggested that it ﬂourished especially in
the “Eastern Countries”, that is, in the vast region including East-, South-East, South,
and Central Asia. Yushkevich went on in asking questions about the construction and ver-
iﬁcation of the computational algorithms constituting the body of this kind of mathematics
[Yushkevich, 1968, 671–672]. In this context Liu Hui’s commentary changed its status: it
was no longer considered a secondary text that might even be neglected when reconstruct-
ing the old and supposedly more valuable methods recorded in the Jiu zhang suan shu, but
became the main target of investigation as the principal source for the rationales of the
algorithms. This may explain why Yushkevich in his lecture at the International Congress
of Mathematicians held in Moscow in 1966 put Liu Hui’s commentaries at the top of the
list of the Chinese mathematical texts to be translated [Yushkevich, 1968, 667]. However, in
the following years Berezkina concentrated on the translation of other treatises used for
instruction in the Mathematical College of the Tang dynasty and translated only one
excerpt from Liu Hui’s commentary, namely, his calculation of the area of a circle
[Berezkina, 1974]. Finally, the contributions by the astronomer and historian of Chinese8 For instance, see the calculation of the area of a ring segment (Chapter 1, problem 38, Jiu zhang
suan shu). Berezkina and Vogel believed that the problem concerned a complete ring yet the
numerical data of the problem contained a mistake [Berezkina, 1957, 524, n. 32; Vogel, 1968, 16,
n. 4]. Liu Hui’s commentary states explicitly that the problem deals with a ring segment. For the
correct reconstruction of the method, see Kawahara [1980b, 102], Shen et al. [1999, 128–129], and
Chemla and Guo [2004, 195].
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vided the Western reader with the long-awaited opportunity to get acquainted with the
commentary of Liu Hui and that of Zu Gengzhi 祖暅之 (b. before 480–d. after 525),10
which introduced inﬁnitesimal methods to calculate the volume of the sphere.11 Liu Hui’s
inﬁnitesimal method to calculate the volume of a pyramid remained unknown to the Wes-
tern reader until the publication of Wagner’s paper [Wagner, 1979] based on his Master
thesis [Wagner, 1975].12
By the late 1970s the stage and the audience were thus prepared for the ﬁrst full trans-
lation of the Jiu zhang suan shu commented by Liu Hui, which was published in Japanese
by Kawahara Hideki 川原秀城 [Kawahara, 1980b]. This work, done in the framework
of the multi-volume publication project titled Great Books of Science (Kagaku-no meicho
科學の名著), laid a sound foundation for subsequent studies of the commentary. This
volume also included Kawahara’s translation of another treatise by Liu Hui, Hai dao suan
jing海島算經 (Computational treatise [beginning with a problem concerning] a sea island)
[Kawahara, 1980c], and an annotated translation of the ancient Chinese astronomical trea-
tise Zhou bi suan jing 周髀算經 (Computational treatise on the gnomon of the Zhou
[dynasty]) by Hashimoto Keizo 橋本敬造.
The years 1980–2000 saw the number of works published in Mainland China devoted to
the Jiu zhang suan shu and to Liu Hui’s commentary grow quickly (see a comprehensive
bibliography in Chemla and Guo [2004, 1048–1065]). Guo Shuchun, who by the end of
the twentieth century became one of the leading authorities on the topic, signed a large
number of them. In the West, the growing interest in Liu Hui’s commentary resulted in
its translation into English [Shen et al., 1999] and French [Chemla and Guo, 2004].2. Three translations: Kawahara, Shen et al., and Chemla and Guo
Kawahara’s “Introduction” [Kawahara, 1980a] to his translation contains two parts.
The ﬁrst part provides a detailed textual history of the treatise from its compilation
(according to him, some time after the late second century BC (pp. 50–51)) to its Qing
dynasty (1644–1911) editions. The second part introduces the techniques of calculation9 According to Kiang’s footnote on p. 88, his paper was based on the text of a talk given as early as
1964.
10 Arguably one of the most prominent Chinese mathematicians, Zu Gengzhi, also referred to in
some sources as Zu Geng 祖暅, was the son of another great mathematician Zu Chongzhi 祖沖之
(429–500). The Western reader would try in vain to ﬁnd him in Martzloﬀ [1997], where he is
mentioned as Zu Xuan. Several dictionaries provide both readings (xuan and geng) of the character
暅 (e.g. Zhongwen dacidian 中文大辭典, Taibei: Zhongguo wenhua yanjiusuo, 1962, vol. 16, p. 81,
entry no. 14364; Kangxi zidian 康熙字典, Hong Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 1995, p. 425). The Hanyu
dacidian 漢語大辭典 (Shanghai: Cishu, 1987–1995, vol. 5, p. 804) gives only the reading xuan and
lists the name “祖暅” among the examples that use this character in personal names, thus implying
the reading “Zu Xuan”. Yet the reading of the character暅 in Zu Gengzhi’s name generally adopted
by historians of mathematics in mainland China is Geng.
11 The method was earlier reconstructed by Mikami Yoshio 三上義夫 [Mikami, 1932–1934], but
Wagner was not aware of Mikami’s publication when writing his paper. In the second, 1954 edition
of his book [Li, 1937], Li Yan claimed that the same interpretation was also suggested by Xu Youren
徐有壬 (1800–1860), yet the ﬁrst edition only contained a reference to Mikami’s work [Li, 1937, 30–
32].
12 This method was also reconstructed and described in Mikami [1932–1934].
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The mathematical methods found in Liu Hui’s commentaries are discussed in the notes to
the translation, yet the space allotted to them is limited. Kawahara translated only the com-
mentary of Liu Hui, yet when Li Chunfeng’s commentaries appeared important to him,
Kawahara translated them in the notes to the translation, as, for example, in the case of
the calculation of the volume of a sphere [Kawahara, 1980b, 146–147, n. 201].
Kawahara’s translation of the Jiu zhang suan shu [Kawahara, 1980b] is based on four edi-
tions of the treatise: (1) the Wei bo xie微波榭 edition (1776–1777);13 (2) the traced copy of
the thirteenth century edition in the Qing dynasty collection Tian lu lin lang天祿琳琅 which
contains only the ﬁrst ﬁve chapters of the treatise; (3) the treatise by Yang Hui楊輝 (ﬂ. 1274)
Xiang jie Jiu zhang suan fa 詳解九章算法 (Detailed explanations of the Computational
methods of nine categories), reproduced in the collection Yi jia tang 宜稼堂 in 1843; and
(4) the edition in the so-called “Fujian print” of the collection Wu ying dian ju zhen ban
武英殿聚珍版 (Prints of the Collection of Precious [books] of the Palace Wuying, 1777).
Kawahara also used the treatise Jiu zhang suan shu xi cao tu shuo 九章算術細草圖說
(Detailed calculations and explanations with diagrams of the Jiu zhang suan shu) by
Li Huang 李潢 (d.1812), the critical edition of Qian Baocong [SJSS, 1963], and the
Japanese translations of the treatise (not including Liu Hui’s commentary) by O¯ya Shinichi
[O¯ya, 1975] and Shimizu Tatsuo [Shimizu, 1975–1976]; see Kawahara, 1980a [p. 77, n. 2–3].
The translation by Shen, Crossley, and Lun [Shen et al., 1999] (to a large extent mirror-
ing Shen Kangshen’s Reading Guide to the Jiu zhang suan shu [Shen, 1997] published in
Chinese) is structured diﬀerently. Each chapter begins with a short introduction, and each
problem or group of generic problems is followed by notes that explain its technical terms
and methods and also discuss similar methods found in other mathematical traditions,
especially in Babylonian, Indian, Islamic, and Medieval European mathematics. The trans-
lators used diﬀerent fonts for their translation of the text, the commentary, and the notes;
however this solution often makes the identiﬁcation of the diﬀerent parts a diﬃcult if not an
impossible mission. Shen, Crossley, and Lun used Qian Baocong’s edition [SJSS, 1963]—
a rather problematic choice for reasons discussed below. No particular eﬀort was made
either to discuss the textual history of the treatise or to analyze diﬃcult passages in
Liu Hui’s commentary that required detailed discussion.
The volume published by Karine Chemla and Guo Shuchun in 2004 includes a new crit-
ical edition and a full translation of the treatise, of Liu Hui’s commentaries, and also of the
commentaries by Li Chunfeng and his team. Chemla and Guo author both parts, while the
notes in Chinese to the critical edition are written by Guo and the notes to the translation,
by Chemla. Each chapter is preceded by an introduction authored by Chemla (Chapters
2–4, 6, and 9) or Guo (Chapters 1, 5, 7, and 8). The annotated translation (pp. 121–745)
represents the central, second part of the book, while the ﬁrst part contains four “Presen-
tation texts”, two by Chemla and two by Guo. The third part contains two bibliographies,
a glossary of Chinese technical terms, and a table of French technical terms with their
Chinese equivalents, about which more below. The volume is prefaced by the Cambridge
expert in Greek science, G.E.R. Lloyd (pp. ix–xii). This structure suggests the translators
hope to cater to diﬀerent audiences, from amateurs interested in the history of mathe-
matics looking for a general introduction to the subject, to professional sinologists and
historians of science working with original Chinese texts. According to the translators’13 See Chemla and Guo [2004, 77–78] for details on this edition.
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texts the kind of tools already available to historians of Greek mathematics.
3. The textual and the printed history of the treatise according to Chemla and Guo
The exact date of the compilation of the received version of the Jiu zhang suan shu is
unknown. Some authors (Sun Wenqing 孫文青, Qian Baocong 錢寶琮, Li Yan 李儼 and
Du Shiran 杜石然) suggested the mid- to late ﬁrst century AD as the terminus post quem,
while others (Zhang Yinlin張蔭麟, Chen Zhi陳直, and Li Jimin李繼閔) preferred to trust
the story of the compilation of the treatise by Zhang Cang 張蒼 (d. 152 BC) and Geng
Shouchang 耿壽昌 (ﬂ. 57–52 BC) found in Liu Hui’s Preface (263 AD), also taken up by
Shen Kangshen and his collaborators [Shen et al., 1999, 1].14 Guo Shuchun, who follows
Liu Hui’s Preface as well, provides an outline of the hypothetical process of collection,
emendation, and compilation on the basis of the survived fragments of a certain “old ” ver-
sion of the Jiu zhang suan shu of which the circumstances of production remain obscure
[Chemla and Guo, 2004, 55–56]. What remains unclear is how this theory would respond
to the questions raised by a number of scholars, e.g., how was it possible that the book was
never mentioned prior to the ﬁrst century AD. Unfortunately, Guo in his outline did not
try to address the hypothesis according to which the reign of the usurper Wang Mang
王莽 (r. AD 9–23) may well have been the time when the treatise was compiled.15
In his “Presentation text C,” Guo Shuchun, for the ﬁrst time in the literature in Western
languages, oﬀers a detailed account of the complex history of printed editions of the treatise
prior to the twentieth century [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 71–79].16 The printed versions of the
treatise extant by the late nineteenth century stemmed from a (now partially lost) printed
edition of the early thirteenth century by Bao Huanzhi 鮑澣之 (active in 1200–1213), and
from the Great Canon of the Yongle Era (Yong le da dian永樂大典) compiled in 1404–1408;
the volumes of the Encyclopaedia containing fragments of the treatise, except for small por-
tions of the text, are now lost [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 72–73]. Earlier editions remain
unavailable. It was generally believed that the version used by the compilers of the Great
Canon of the Yongle Era was the edition of 1200–1213,17 yet Guo Shuchun argued that
the governmental oﬃcer Li Ji 李籍, most likely active in the early ninth century,18 when
writing his Jiu zhang suan shu yin yi九章算術音義 ([Correct] reading and meaning [of terms
found] in the Jiu zhang suan shu) worked with a manuscript edition of the treatise which (a)
was diﬀerent from the one used for the ﬁrst printing of the treatise in 1084 (and therefore
from its reprint by Bao Huanzhi), and (b) was textually close to the edition used by the
compilers of the Great Canon of the Yongle Era.14 See Zhang [1927], Li [1982], and Chemla and Guo [2004, 43–45].
15 Guo brieﬂy mentions this hypothesis on p. 44; it was advanced by Li Di and later (most probably,
independently) reiterated by C. Cullen [Li, 1982; Cullen, 1993, 19].
16 See also the table (by Guo Shuchun) under the back cover of Chemla and Guo [2004]. The history
of printed editions has been previously discussed by Kawahara and Cullen [Kawahara, 1980a, 59–
61; Cullen, 1993, 21–22].
17 See, for example, Kawahara [1980a, 62].
18 Guo [1989, 198–199]. In Chemla and Guo [2004], Guo Shuchun’s hypothesis about the lifetime of
Li Ji was rendered in a somewhat confusing way: on p. 66 the reader is told that Li Ji lived in the
early eighth century, while on p. 71 that he lived in the early ninth century.
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As Guo makes it clear, most previous editions of the treatise, including Qian Baocong’s
edition [SJSS, 1963] used by Shen, Crossley, and Lun,19 did not take into consideration all
the available sources published from the thirteenth to the nineteenth century.20 In the 1990s,
Guo Shuchun and Li Jimin produced new critical editions of the text (for the references see
Chemla and Guo [2004, 1044]) grounded upon all the extant versions. Finally, Chemla and
Guo compiled a new edition of the treatise based on all the available textual sources as well
as on other relevant documents and published them in the volume under review. Guo Shuc-
hun’s 1005 footnotes to the text (in Chinese) provide information concerning the alternative
readings and justifying the editors’ choice of character(s). The importance of this work can-
not be overestimated; the new critical edition constitutes in itself an important landmark in
the study of the Jiu zhang suan shu and Liu Hui’s commentaries and will certainly be indis-
pensable for any future research on the treatise. A detailed discussion of Guo’s and Chemla’s
edition goes far beyond the scope of a review paper but I will give one example of the com-
plexity of the task the editors–translators faced when focusing on the calculation of the vol-
ume of a sphere.
The calculation of spherical volumes by a method seemingly close to Cavalieri’s was dis-
cussed by a number of historians (see above).21 One of the key phrases of the commentary
(in this case, by Zu Gengzhi) might say that solid ﬁgures can be considered as made of
superimposed inﬁnitely many thin layers. These are referred to in some editions of the com-
mentary by the word ‘areas’, mi 冪. This reading is supported by the parallelism in the
structure of the phrase under investigation, should it contain the character mi [Volkov,
1988b, 175]. Unfortunately, the word ‘areas’, mi, is not found in the earliest extant editions
of the text. They contain instead the graphically close character qi 棊, ‘three-dimensional
models’ (literally ‘chessmen’). The term ‘areas’, mi, for qi was suggested by Li Huang
(d.1812), but his emendation was not unanimously received. Qian Baocong rejected it [SJSS,
1963, 158, n. 5], and Bai Shangshu kept the character qi without any discussion of the mean-
ing of the resulting phrase [Bai, 1983, 121, 132]. Wagner discussed both versions and noticed
that Li Huang’s emendation ﬁts well into the method used by Zu Gengzhi [Wagner, 1978a,
61–62]. Kawahara and Li Jimin also adopted Li Huang’s suggestion [Kawahara, 1980b,
147]. Guo Shuchun in an early paper noticed that Liu Hui may have perceived solids as inﬁ-
nite collections of two-dimensional cross-sections [Guo, 1984, 58–59]. In their volume Guo
and Chemla do not follow Li Huang’s suggestion and keep the term qi found in the earliest
extant editions (p. 384), yet Chemla adds a note [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 812, n. 142] brieﬂy
depicting the complexity of the situation and listing the pros and contras.
Being deeply important for the history of inﬁnitesimal methods in China, this is not the
only case nor the most diﬃcult one to be found in establishing the original text of the com-
mentary. This example shows, in particular, that textual corrections done on the basis of19 The “Introduction” in Shen et al. [1999, 1] claims that Qian Baocong’s edition in SJSS [1963] (which
Shen andhis collaboratorsbelievedwaspublished in1964)was thebest available edition; Shen,Crossley,
and Lun were then unaware of the editions by Guo Shuchun and Li Jimin published in 1990–1998.
20 Guo Shuchun’s bibliography of works in Asian languages mentions an edition by Kawahara
[Chemla and Guo, 2004, 1044, 1121]; yet Kawahara’s translation, although based on the most
representative editions of the text (see above), did not contain a new edition.
21 An alternative interpretation of the method (not equivalent to the “Cavalieri principle”) was
suggested in Volkov [1994] and discussed in greater detail in Volkov [2008].
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5. Translating the text and the commentary: an example
The 750-page long annotated translation of the reconstructed text, LiuHui’s commentaries,
and Li Chunfeng’s commentaries constitutes the core of Chemla andGuo [2004]. It will not be
an exaggeration to say that it is an exemplary translation, staying as close as possible to the ori-
ginal while rendering it clearly and elegantly.However, the translators have faced considerable
diﬃculties when dealing with those parts of the text thatmay have been corrupted. To give but
one example, I will discuss the algorithm for the computation of theGreatest CommonDivisor
(GCD)of two integer numbers (Chapter 1, problems 5 and 6).Given in the context of reduction
to common fractions, the algorithm along with Liu Hui’s commentary runs as follows:22 Ch
23 Li
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24 Ex
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well”今有十八分之十二。問。約之得幾何。荅曰。三分之二。
又有九十一分之四十九。問。約之得幾何。荅曰。十三分之七。
約分按。 約分者。 物之數量不可悉全。 必以分言之。分之為數。 繁則難用。 設有四分之
二者。
繁而言之。 亦可為八分之四。 約而言之。 則二分之一也。 雖則異辭。 至於為數。
亦同歸
爾。法實相推。動有參差。故為術者。先治諸分。術曰。 可半者。 半之。 不可半者。 副置分母、子之數。 以少減多。 更相減損。
求其等也。 以等數約之。等數約之。 即除也。 其所以相減者。 皆等數之重疊。 故以等數約之。22A literal translation reads as follows (I subdivide the commentary into paragraphs in order
to highlight its logical structure):23
[Problem 5]: [Let us suppose that] now [we] have 12/18.24 [If we] simplify it, how much
[will we obtain]? Answer reads: 2/3.
[Problem 6]: [Let us suppose that we] also have 49/91. [If we] simplify it, how much [will
we obtain]? Answer reads: 7/13.
The procedure of simpliﬁcation of fractions: . . .[a] Explanation: the “simpliﬁcation of fractions” [has the following meaning]:
numbers and measures of objects cannot be all integer, [and it is] necessarthe
y to
use fractions to express them.emla and Guo [2004, 156]. The text is identical in all extant versions.
u Hui’s commentaries are typed with an indent and marked with lower case Latin letters, while
al letters mark the clauses of the treatise itself.
amples from contemporaneous texts justify the translation of the formula jin you今有 (literally
[one] has”), which opens a large numberof problems, as anassumptive clause, i.e. “[Let us suppose
now [one] has. . .”. For instance, in the philosophical treatiseMengzi孟子 (late fourth century BC)
ader is proposed a situation in which a child is falling into a well:今人乍見孺子將入於井 [Lau,
72]; in this description the term jin今 is used to identify the situation as imaginary. The translation
C.Lau reads “Suppose amanwere, all of a sudden, to see a young child on the verge of falling into a
[Lau, 2003, 73]. For another example involving the expression jin you今有 see Wagner [2004, 20].
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iﬁed”, then [it] is diﬃcult to use.
[c] Set [as example]: [suppose] there is [the fraction] 2/4. [If it is] expressed in being
“complexiﬁed”, [it] is also possible to represent it [as] 4/8. [If it is] expressed in
being “simpliﬁed”, then [it is] 1/2.
[d] Even though [they] are represented with diﬀerent wordings, [when] it comes to
[their] representing a value, [they] both “return to the same”, and [to] nothing
else.
[e] The divisor and the dividend push each other.
[f] The movements have irregularities [lit. “not in line”].
[g] Therefore to make procedures (or: this procedure?), ﬁrst of all [one should]
govern/cure all fractions.
. . . reads [as follows]:
[A] [If it is] possible to halve [numerator and denominator], [then] halve them;
[B] [if it is] not possible to halve [them], set the values of denominator and numerator in
an auxiliary position;
[C] subtract the smaller [number] from the greater [number];
[D] [keep] mutually subtracting and diminishing [them] in turns;
[E] look for their being equal.
[F] Simplify them with the “equal number”.25 J.-
obtai
from
That
diﬀer
fracti
subtr
diﬀer
shoul[h] [When it is said] “simplify them with the ‘equal number’”, [this] is a division
[i] The [reason] why they are mutually subtracted [is as following]: both/all [numb.
ers]
are [results of] repeated accumulation of the “equal number”.
[j] This is why [it is said] “simplify them with the ‘equal number’”.
The procedure is described in the treatise clearly enough: one should perform the following
operations with a given fraction a/b (set on the counting surface): copy the values a and b
into two auxiliary positions to preserve the “originals” of numerator and denominator
(instruction B); subtract the smaller of the two numbers from the larger one (instruction
C); keep subtracting the smaller from the larger until the remainder and the subtracted
number become equal (instructions D and E); use this “equal number” d to divide the val-
ues a and b thus obtaining the numerator and denominator a' = a/d, b' = b/d of the
reduced fraction (instruction F). If one performs these operations with the fraction 49/91
(problem 6) according to the algorithm, then at some step one shall arrive at the subtrac-
tion 14  7 = 7. Since the result of the subtraction, 7, is equal to the subtracted number,
therefore 7 is the largest common divisor, and one can simplify the original fraction in
dividing the numerator and denominator of the original fraction by 7 to obtain 7/13.25C. Martzloﬀ discusses this example but misinterprets the procedure. He writes: “Since we
n two equal numbers (the 7 which comes from subtraction 49  42 = 7 and the 7 which comes
14  7 = 7), we simplify the fraction by dividing each of its terms by 7” [Martzloﬀ, 1997, 195].
is, he believes that “equal” is referring to two equal results of the subtraction obtained at two
ent steps. The method thus becomes mathematically incorrect: one can take, for example, the
on 2/10 and apply to it the procedure suggested by Martzloﬀ. The intermediate results of the
action will be 8, 6, 4, and 2, respectively, and none of these numbers will be obtained at two
ent steps. In contradistinction, the original Chinese procedure stipulates that the subtraction
d stop at the step when one subtracts 2 from 4 and obtains 2.
290 Essay Review /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 281–301The procedure for the calculation of the GCD described in [B]–[E] is preceded by
the instruction of reduction by the factor 2 of both numerator and denominator.
This seemingly superﬂuous part of the procedure can be explained through the
mathematical text Suan shu shu 筭數書. Written on bamboo strips and compiled
no later than the early second century BC, it contains four procedures of reduction
of fractions:2626 I u
algor
27 He
chara
“ther[Strip 17]
約分。
約分術曰。 以子除母。 母亦除子。 子、 母數交等者。 即約之矣。
有曰。 約分術曰。 可半。 半之。 可令若干一。 若干一。
其一術曰。
[Strip 18]
以分子除母。 少以母除子。 子、 母等。 以為法。 子、 母各如法而成一。
[Strip 19]
不足除者。 可半。 半母。 亦半子。
[Strip 20]
二千一十六分之百六十二。 約之。 百一十二分之九。
In my translation these strips read as follows (I numerate the logical units of the text for the
reader’s convenience):[Strip 17]
[1] Simpliﬁcation of fractions.
The procedure of simpliﬁcation of fractions reads: subtract numerator from denomina-
tor. [As for] denominator, also subtract [it] from numerator. If the values of the numer-
ator and denominator are equal to each other, then simplify it [= the fraction]!
[2] Also, it is said:27
The procedure of simpliﬁcation of fractions reads: [If one] can halve them, [then] halve
them. [If one] can divide by a number, [then] divide by the number.
[3] One more procedure reads:
[Strip 18]
Subtract the numerator of the fraction from the denominator. [If the denominator
becomes] smaller [than numerator], subtract the denominator from the numerator.
[When] numerator and denominator [become] equal, take [this number] to be a divisor.
Divide both numerator and denominator by the divisor.se the edition of the text in Cullen [2004, 119]. For translations and discussions of the
ithm, see Cullen [2004, 38–40] and Dauben [2008, 111–112].
re the character you有 (“to have”) may have replaced the character you又 (“also”); these two
cters in certain cases are interchangeable. Another option is to understand you yue 有曰 as
e are [some people who] say. . .”, “there is [a procedure which] reads. . .”, etc.
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[4] [If there is] not enough to subtract (or: “to divide”)28 [. . .]29 [if one] can halve [them],
[then] halve the denominator and also halve the numerator.30
[Strip 20]
[5] 162/2016, [if one] simpliﬁes it, [it is] 9/112.31
Excerpt [1] contains a brief yet complete description of Euclid’s algorithm. The description
found in [2] stipulates the division of the numerator and denominator of a given fraction by
2 (if possible) and then by (an) integer number(s) greater than 2. Excerpt [3] contains
another description of Euclid’s algorithm that is mathematically identical with [1],
but worded diﬀerently and better. Excerpt [4] is diﬃcult to interpret and is probably
corrupted.
The Suan shu shu thus presents four descriptions featuring two diﬀerent procedures, one
of “mutual subtraction” (Euclid’s algorithm) and one of “division by common divisors”.
The latter method deserves a special attention if reconstructed as follows: for the given
fraction n/m one has to check whether the numerator and denominator are divisible by
2; if they are, they should be divided by 2, and the newly reduced fraction is to be inspected
again. The result of this process will be a fraction n1/m1 in which either denominator or
numerator, or both, do not have factors 2i, i > 1. The next step would be to check whether
both n1 and m1 are divisible by “some [other] number”. The most natural suggestion would
be to divide numerator and denominator by 3, and to do it, in a similar vein, as many times
as possible. We obtain thus a fraction n2/m2 in which either denominator or numerator, or
both, do not have factors 2i and 3j, i, j > 1. If the instruction is understood as recursive, it
would be now logical to try the numbers 4, 5, 6, . . . to reduce the fraction. One can ask
whether the Chinese mathematicians would have tried to divide n2 and m2 by 4 if they
already knew that at least one of these two numbers is not divisible by 2? It is not impos-
sible that they would have proceeded directly to the factor 5. There are, therefore, two
options: either the ancient Chinese readers would realize that there is no need to divide
the numerator and denominator by any composite integers, or they would not pay atten-
tion to that. In the former case one can conclude that the procedure found in [2] is a brief
description of a method employing a version of Eratosthenes sieve in order to reduce the28 The phrase bu zu chu zhe 不足除者 can be also understood as “That what is better than
subtraction (or “division”) is. . .”. This understanding, as it will be argued below, is also plausible.
29 Some part of the text may be missing here; see below.
30 Cullen understands this phrase diﬀerently: “Where there is not enough to take away, that can be
halved. When halving the denominator, go on to halve the numerator” [Cullen, 2004, 38].
Understood in this way, the procedure apparently will not be applicable in the case of an even
denominator and an odd numerator. Dauben’s translation reads: “If it is not possible to subtract
(lit. if there is not enough), but it can be halved, halve the denominator and also halve the
numerator” [Dauben, 2008, 111]. Cullen and Dauben thus both understand the beginning of the
phrase “If there is not enough. . .” as referring to the situation when one of the operands cannot any
longer be subtracted from the other, in other words, the former operand becomes greater than the
latter. This, however, is the standard condition for switching the functions of the operands, and not
for switching to another method.
31 Cullen [2004, 39–40] provides details of the calculation of the largest common divisor according
to the method described in the Jiu zhang suan shu, that is, at the ﬁrst step both denominator and
numerator are divided by 2. He does not provide the calculations which would follow each of the
procedures described in the Suan shu shu.
292 Essay Review /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 281–301numerator and denominator by powers of consecutive primes. In the latter case, viz., if the
Chinese calculators proceeded by trial and error in attempting to divide the numerator and
denominator by the consecutive natural numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. . ., the sequence of obtained
intermediate results, apparently, still would have been exactly the same as if the division
were performed solely by primes.32
Going back to the composition of the Jiu zhang suan shu, one can suggest that the text of
this treatise contains a rudiment of the “division” algorithm (excerpt [A]) followed by a
complete version of the “subtraction” algorithm for the calculation of GCD. It is impossi-
ble to determine whether a complete account of the “division” method was found in the
version of the treatise commented by Liu Hui and was later partially lost, or it was seen
by Liu Hui already in incomplete form.
It is very likely that the received Liu Hui’s commentary went through a process similar to
that of compilation of the Jiu zhang suan shu: some parts of it may have been altered and
replaced by later editors. The commentary on problems 5 and 6 quoted above contains tex-
tual units having clearly diﬀerent functions. Units [a] and [b] constitute a general commen-
tary introducing the “meaning” of the term “simpliﬁcation”; then paragraphs [c] and [d]
oﬀer an example. These parts are easy to understand and their translation poses no prob-
lems. Paragraphs [e], [f], and [g] are diﬀerent: [e] and [f] allow for diﬀerent translations, the
meaning of each of them is unclear, and the logical connection between [e], [f], and [g] is
problematic. Let us see how the translators of Liu Hui’s commentary solved these prob-
lems. In order to preserve the logic of the translators, I will provide their entire translation
of parts [a]–[g] (I insert the letters [a]–[g] not found in the translations to identify the parts
of the commentary).
Kawahara’s translation reads as follows:32 In
“subt
provi
the si
by 2
162 f
(rema
altog
choo
simpl
“subt
the d
table
the ca
49/91
by 7 w
Eucli[a] 物の數量が全體をつくさない場合は、 必ず分數を用いる。
[b] そのとき分母の數が大きいならば、 用いるのは難しい。
[c] さて、ここに四分の二があるとする。これは分母の數を大きくして八分の四とも
いえるが、 約分すれば二分の一にすぎない。
[d] いい方は異なるが、 意味する數直は等しいのである。certain cases the “division method” would have been much more eﬃcient than the
raction method” (i.e., Euclid’s algorithm). Thus, the numerical parameters of the example
ded in the Suan shu shu indirectly suggest that the “division method” was supposed to be used:
mpliﬁcation of 162/2016 would have involved the division of the numerator and denominator
(one time) and by 3 (2 times), while the subtraction method would involve 12 subtractions of
rom 2016 performed in order to obtain the remainder 72, 2 subtractions of 72 from 162
inder 18), and 3 subtractions of 18 from 72 necessary to obtain the GCD, that is, 17 operations
ether. The examples provided in the Jiu zhang suan shu (12/18 and 49/91) allow the reader to
se between the two methods: the fraction 12/18 requires two divisions (by 2 and 3) to be
iﬁed while 2 subtractions are needed to ﬁnd the GCD of 12 and 18 according to the
raction” method. To simplify 49/91 using “division” algorithm one should, theoretically, try
ivisors 2, 3, 5 (or 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) before arriving at 7; however, the knowledge of the multiplication
including products from 1  1 to 9  9 attested for in early Chinese texts may have been used in
ses of numerator and/or denominator equal or less than 81. In this case, the simpliﬁcation of
would have involved only one actual operation of division of 91 by 7 since the division of 49
ould have been performed mentally. The search of the LCD (49, 91) with a “subtraction” (i.e.,
d’s) algorithm, in turn, would have involved 7 subtractions.
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[g] 算術を行う場合、 まず分數計算をおさめなければならない。33
This translation appears perfect when dealing with parts [a]–[d], except that Kawahara
replaces Liu Hui’s somewhat idiosyncratic term “complexiﬁed fractions” by “fractions with
large denominator”. The interpretation of [e], [f], and [g] sounds as a general observation on
the process of division and the “mutual pushing of divisor and dividend” is understood as a
reference to the operation of division. It remains unclear yet why one should “manage the
computation with fractions”. The meaning of excerpts [e]–[g] in the context of the reduction
of fractions remains rather obscure and does not follow directly from Kawahara’s transla-
tion. No discussion of the possible meaning of the excerpt is oﬀered by the translator.
Shen Kangshen and his partners provide the following translation:33 Ka
meas
happ
[c] N
one c
say it
the d
there
comp[a] “Reduce a fraction means: a quantity of things cannot always be an integer, but some-
times must be represented by a fraction.
[b] A fraction may be tedious to handle.
[c] Taking 2/4, 4/8 is tedious, while 1/2 is simple.
[d] They are written diﬀerently, but equal in value.
[e] In practice the divisor and dividend, [while] mutually related,
[f] are often mismatched,
[g] therefore in arithmetic we have to learn rules for fractions [Shen et al., 1999, 64]”.
The reader can evaluate the accuracy of this translation: parts [a] and [d] preserve the ori-
ginal meaning but are rather far from the original text; the relationship between being “com-
plexiﬁed” and being “diﬃcult to use” is neglected in the translation of [b]; the rendering of [c]
seems to miss the original structure of the example that shows how a “complexiﬁcation” and
a “simpliﬁcation” transform one and the same fraction while keeping its value unchanged.
Translation of [e–f] can hardly be considered satisfactory. Shen et al. add “in practice,”
absent from the original text, and translate xiang tui 相推 as “mutually related,” which
hardly corresponds to the literal meaning of the word tui推 (“to push”). The resulting trans-
lation suggests that “divisor and dividend” (apparently, in the general case of division of two
integer numbers) are “often mismatched” (here the word dong動 is understood as “often”),
that is, the result of the division is not always an integer number (and therefore, one can con-
clude, the fractions are necessary to express the result). The translators thus believe that [g]
forms a conclusionmade on the basis of this premise. However, their translation is somewhat
far from the original: they translate wei shu (“making procedures”) as “arithmetic”; omit the
word xian 先; and interpret the word zhi 治 as zhi xue 治學, “to learn”, which is not dulywahara [1980b, 85]. My English rendering of this translation reads: “[a] In the case when the
ure of the thing is not fully [expressed] with integers, it is necessary to use fractions. [b] When [it
ens], if the value of the denominator of the fraction is large, the use [of the fraction] is diﬃcult.
ow, let us say that there is 2/4. When increasing the value of the denominator of the fraction,
an also say ‘4/8’, while, if the fraction is simpliﬁed, it does not go beyond ‘1/2’. [d] The ways to
may vary, but the numerical value which matters is the same. [e] So, in the method of division
ivisor and the dividend are, generally speaking, irregular/random (不揃いなもの), and
fore [f] when one performs computational procedures, ﬁrst of all one should manage the
utation with fractions”.
294 Essay Review /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 281–301justiﬁed. The main problem with this translation, as well as with Kawahara’s, is that the text
in parts [e]–[g] does not appear to be directly related to the simpliﬁcation of fractions.
Now we turn to the translation of Chemla and Guo. The French text reads as follows:34 Ch
algor
794].[a] Commentaire: La raison pour laquelle on simpliﬁe les parts, c’est qu’il n’est pas pos-
sible que les mesures des quantite´s (shu) des choses soient toutes des nombres entiers,
qu’il faut donc recourir a des parts pour les exprimer.
[b] Or, quand des parts font la quantite´ (shu), si elles sont trop complexes, elles sont dif-
ﬁciles a` utiliser.
[c] Supposons que l’on ait le cas de 2/4 (deux de quatre parts); si on le dit en le compli-
quant, on peut aussi en faire 4/8 (quatre de huit parts), et si on le dit en le simpliﬁant,
1/2 (une de deux parts).
[d] Quoique, donc, leurs expressions diﬀe`rent, pour ce qui est d’elles (les parts) en tant
qu’elles font une quantite´ (shu), cela revient au meˆme.
[e] Diviseur et dividende se de´duisant l’un de l’autre,
[f] ils sont souvent de tailles diﬀe´rentes.
[g] C’est pourquoi celui qui confectionne des proce´dures s’occupe d’abord de toutes celles
qui concernent les parts.
The translation of excerpts [a]–[d] is exemplary: the translators try to keep the logic and the
wording of the translation as close to the original text as possible. Moreover, they certainly
noticed that parts [e]–[g] constitute a problem, since in their translation these excerpts are
separated from [a]–[d] to form a new paragraph. Moreover, Chemla provides a rather long
footnote especially devoted to [e]–[g] [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 762, n. 27] to suggest that Liu
Hui discusses the division of integer numbers, which in general is a non-exact division and
produces fractions. She also suggests two slightly diﬀerent interpretations of phrase [g]. To
summarize, for Chemla and Guo phrases [e]–[g] are not directly related to the preceding
phrases, and are not devoted to the algorithm of calculation of GCD but represent a gen-
eral discussion of operations with fractions, explaining the origin of the fractions and the
way they are dealt with in the treatise.
The interpretations of phrases [e]–[g] by all translators are apparently based on the
assumption that Liu Hui’s commentaries are placed right after the methods they are sup-
posed to discuss. However, this assumption can be challenged. To give but one example,
Liu Hui’s commentary on the method of weighted distribution (Chapter 3, Problems
1–9) has a similarly complex structure; most importantly for the present discussion, in
the received editions Liu Hui’s commentary, which contains more than one justiﬁcation
of the algorithm, is placed before the ﬁnal part of the algorithm that is the commentary’s
object.34 Returning to the algorithm of simpliﬁcation of fractions, it may be the case that
clauses [e]–[g] of the commentary are meant to apply to the portions of the text [A]–[F],
placed after them. This hypothesis suggests other possible interpretations for the phrases
[e]–[g]. In particular, it is plausible to suggest that the phrase [e] may relate to the algorithm
described in [B]–[F]. The “divisor” and “dividend” can be understood as referring to the
denominator and numerator, respectively; their “pushing each other” can be understood
as their interaction, viz., the subtraction from one another. When using the term tui 推,
Liu Hui makes a rather obvious allusion to the Xi ci zhuan 繫辭傳 (Tradition of attachedemla’s and Guo’s translation and commentaries demonstrate the complex structure of the
ithm and reconstruct Liu Hui’s justiﬁcations [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 267–271, 282–283, 793–
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the inﬂuential philosophical text compiled no later than the Former Han dynasty (206 BC–
AD 8). The relevant enunciations found in the Xi ci zhuan read as follows:35 Se
and g
推。
inside日往則月來。 月往則日來。 日月相推而明生焉。 寒往則暑來。 暑往則寒來。 寒暑相
推而歲成焉。35
The Sun goes and the Moon comes; the Moon goes and the Sun comes. The Sun and the
Moon push each other and the light is produced as the result of it. The Cold [season]
goes and the Hot [season] comes; the Hot [season] goes, and the Cold [season] comes.
The Cold and the Hot [seasons] push each other and the yearly [cycle] is established
as the result of it.In his commentaries as well as his Preface Liu Hui makes numerous allusions to the Xi ci
zhuan (see, for example, Chemla and Guo [2004, 126–127, 747–751]); it is not therefore sur-
prising to ﬁnd one more allusion to this text, even though in a slightly modiﬁed form. The
interaction between the mutually opposed “hard” and “soft”, “hot” and “cold”, Sun and
Moon (representing the cosmic principles Yang and Yin, respectively) is thus put by Liu
Hui into correspondence with the interaction between dividend and divisor. The two agents
(Hot and Cold, Sun and Moon, etc.) interact and exchange their roles: what is “coming” at
some moment will be “going” some time later. In this context Liu Hui’s description seems
referring to the procedure of the interaction between the numerator and denominator
described in the instructions [C]–[D].
If phrase [e] describes, in a metaphorical way, the procedure of calculation of GCD,
phrase [f] can also refer to this procedure. The meaning of the “movements” remains
unclear, even though, theoretically, the transformations of the operands may have been
referred in this way. A rather straightforward interpretation would have been to under-
stand the phrase as describing the condition under which the procedure must stop: “[If]
the operations [go on], [it means that] there is an inequality [between the subtracted oper-
and and the result of the subtraction]”, which makes think of the instruction [D]. This inter-
pretation appears plausible yet it would have made the logical connector “therefore”
opening the phrase [g] diﬃcult to interpret. If, however, one accepts that originally phrases
[e] and [f] were located after phrases [D] and [E], respectively, the remaining phrase [g]
would have immediately followed phrase [d] thus referring to the algorithm as a whole
and to its role; then, the “governing/healing the fractions” could be understood as referring
to a convention of the standard representation of all fractions with irreducible fractions.
The example above is only one among many that show the complexity of Liu Hui’s com-
mentary. It not only shows the extent of the translators’ task but also questions the trans-
lation format they have chosen. Kawahara as well as Shen et al. avoided any discussion of
the problems posed by the commentary, while Chemla and Guo oﬀered translations for the
excerpts [e]–[g] which, as they showed with their layout, diﬀered from the rest of the com-
mentary. Chemla and Guo’s translation is certainly the best in this case, yet the possible
allusions to philosophical texts, the original position of the commentary in the received text
as well as its possible emendations are not discussed. Even when all the above-mentioned
elements are added, one still can wonder whether the conventional format of translationction B3 [ZYYD, 46]. See also 剛柔相推而生變化。 “The Hard and the Soft push each other
enerate the changes (bian) and transformations (hua)” (Section A2 [ZYYD, 39]); and 剛柔相
變在其中矣。 “The Hard and the Soft push each other and the transformation take place
them!” (Section B1 [ZYYD, 44]).
296 Essay Review /Historia Mathematica 37 (2010) 281–301can satisfactorily render Chinese mathematical texts such as Liu Hui’s commentary, which
in certain cases seems to have been left intentionally ambiguous by its author as well as by
later editors. Making the original ambiguity of the commentary less ambiguous in transla-
tion would in this case, paradoxically, amount to its misinterpretation.366. Glossary and bibliography
The glossary compiled by Chemla (pp. 895–1035 of the volume) is more than a mere
technical tool for students of Chinese mathematics to undertake their own investigations
on the text, and certainly much more than “an auxiliary tool for reading the translation”,
as Chemla modestly puts it (p. 807). The glossary aims to systematize and reconstruct the
treatise’s conceptual system via a detailed analysis of the technical terms and their relation-
ships. It contains 331 terms and expressions ordered alphabetically according to pinyin pho-
netic transliteration. Most often an entry includes (1) its general (non-mathematical)
meaning; (2) its mathematical meaning in the Jiu zhang suan shu (with the relevant contexts
often quoted from the translation) and in other mathematical treatises; (3) its technical
meanings in other disciplines (for example, in medicine); (4) its relationship with other
terms found in the glossary. Entries typically occupy only a few lines, but some of them
extend over several pages and constitute veritable research papers on the terms—see, for
instance, the entry for lu¨ 率 (left without suggested translation as an indeﬁnable term),37
pp. 956–959; shi 勢, “conﬁguration”, pp. 979–982; shu 數, “quantity”, pp. 984–986; tong
通, “to make communicate”, pp. 994–998; yi 意, “intention”, pp. 1018–1022; etc.
The bibliography is exemplary in many respects. Arguably the most complete bibliogra-
phy on the Jiu zhang suan shu up to date, it comprises hundreds of publications in Chinese
and European languages and provides a major research tool to future students of the trea-
tise. It is subdivided in two independent parts, “Bibliography of works in Chinese and
Japanese” compiled by Guo Shuchun (pp. 1043–1067), and “Works in Western languages”
(pp. 1069–1090) by Karine Chemla.
Guo Shuchun’s bibliography contains three sections: sources, publications by modern
and contemporaneous authors, dictionaries. References about sources are divided in two
subsections, “Mathematical works” and “Other classical works”. There is not much to
be said about the latter, which contains references to a large variety of Chinese texts on
philosophy, history, literature, ritual, divination and so on, dated from the ﬁrst millennium
BC to the Qing dynasty (1644–1911). “Mathematical works” is again divided in two. One
subsection includes all the editions of the treatise, from the edition of the early thirteenth
century up to Guo Shuchun’s and Liu Dun’s critical edition [SJSS, 1998, 2001]; the other
lists “Other [mathematical works]”. The bibliography of the treatise’s editions is somewhat
heterogeneous. It includes the extant versions of the treatise but also the lost version of the
Yong le da dian (1408), of which only two extant volumes contain relevant information.
Moreover, it includes works that technically are not editions, for example Li Ji’s glossary
[JZYY], and the treatises Xiang jie Jiu zhang suan fa (Detailed explanation of the Compu-
tational methods of nine categories) by Yang Hui (ﬂ. 1247) and Jiu zhang suan shu xi cao tu
shuo (Detailed calculations and explanations with diagrams of the Jiu zhang suan shu) by Li36 In Volkov [1988a] I demonstrated the possibility of a “double reading” of certain statements of
Liu Hui related to inﬁnitesimal methods.
37 In modern terms, a magnitude A is a lu¨率 of another magnitude A' if in the given conﬁguration,
a proportion A:B:. . .::A':B':. . . can be established.
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Kawahara Hideki [Kawahara, 1980b], which should have been placed elsewhere.
The second section of Guo Shuchun’s bibliography (pp. 1048–1065) contains an impres-
sive list of secondary works by modern Chinese historians of mathematics supplemented by
a handful of works by Japanese authors. The reader obtains access, arguably for the ﬁrst
time in a Western publication, to a virtually complete list of Chinese works on the Jiu zhang
suan shu and related topics published from the 1910s to the early twenty ﬁrst century. On
the other hand, Japanese works are seriously underrepresented. For example, the reader
will not ﬁnd here Mikami Yoshio’s publication [Mikami, 1932–1934] discussing Liu Hui’s
and Zu Gengzhi’s inﬁnitesimal methods; instead, only two Chinese translations of
Mikami’s works are mentioned (p. 1060).38 Kawahara is represented solely by the introduc-
tion to his translation of the treatise [Kawahara, 1980a] (p. 1049). The reader ﬁnds three
references to Yabuuti Kiyosi’s general works, but misses O¯ya Shinichi’s [O¯ya, 1975] and
Shimizu Tatsuo’s [Shimizu, 1975–1976] Japanese translations of the treatise.39
A formal shortcoming in this bibliography is that it lists authors (whose names are given
in Chinese characters without transliteration)40 alphabetically according to the pinyin tran-
scription system for the Mandarin dialect. To locate titles here, therefore, the reader needs
to master the Mandarin readings of Chinese characters and the pinyin transliteration sys-
tem. In addition, the reader needs to know the so-called Hepburn transliteration (Roman-
ization) system for the Japanese readings of Chinese characters in order to be able to
identify Japanese names and titles. For example, if the reader ﬁnds the reference to
“[Kawahara 1980]” (as in footnote 2, p. 84, or footnote 4, p. 92), she or he is supposed
to know in advance that the Hepburn Romanization “Kawahara” corresponds to the char-
acters 川原 in this particular case, because there are other Japanese family names translit-
erated as “Kawahara”, for instance, 河原. At the next step the reader should read this
particular combination of characters川原 in Mandarin dialect as “Chuanyuan”, and then
look for “Chuanyuan” placed in alphabetic order in Guo Shuchun’s bibliography; in turn,
the name河原 would give the reader the Chinese reading “Heyuan” and, accordingly, lead
her or him to a diﬀerent location in the bibliography. In order to identify the position of the
name correctly, the reader thus must know the Chinese (Mandarin) readings of the charac-
ters of the names of all other authors in the list and the rules of pinyin transliteration, which
could be diﬃcult not only for Western and Japanese readers but even for the Chinese read-
ers living in Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as for a large number of the members of the
Chinese diaspora worldwide.41 To conclude, the Chinese part of the bibliography is mainly38 Mikami’s work referred to in note 136 (p. 777) as “[Mikami, 1932–1934]” does not contain the
authors’ mark for publications in Chinese and Japanese (a little triangle), thus suggesting that
Mikami’s is a Western language publication, which is not the case.
39 There is a reference “O¯ya [1979]” in footnote 2 on p. 84, but there is no entry for this work in Guo
Shuchun’s bibliography.
40 Titles of papers and books in Guo Shuchun’s bibliography are neither transliterated nor
translated, which is legitimate to a certain degree, if one assumes that the bibliography is destined
mainly to those who read Chinese and/or Japanese. However, transliteration and especially
translation of the titles would have been greatly appreciated by the general audience.
41 To give a rather simpliﬁed example, if applied to works in Western languages this way of listing
references would put K. Chemla’s works among the authors whose names begin with “S”, since her
name in French begins with the sound transliterated with “sh” in English.
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zant of the arcanes of pinyin,42 while its rare Japanese entries can be located only by those
who add to the above-listed skills knowledge of Japanese and of the Japanese translitera-
tion system.
Karine Chemla’s “Bibliography of works in Western languages” has a much simpler
structure. Its ﬁrst part, “Translations of the Nine Chapters”, references the three transla-
tions of the treatise [Berezkina, 1957; Vogel, 1968; Shen et al., 1999]. Its second part,
“Works in Western languages”, contains a comprehensive bibliography of Western works
concerning the Jiu zhang suan shu and traditional Chinese mathematics. Unfortunately,
they are not separated from a variety of works on Chinese grammar, Arabic mathematics,
Confucian philosophy, and Chinese astronomy, to mention but the ﬁrst six entries found
on p. 1069.7. Conclusions
Chemla’s and Guo’s as well as Kawahara’s translations are both highly reliable and
arguably much closer to the original than that by Shen et al.43 Chemla’s and Guo’s is
the ﬁrst full translation of the treatise and the commentary available to Western readers
done by ﬁrst-rank experts on the basis of all extant editions and following the highest aca-
demic standards. This richly annotated translation together with the new critical edition of
the treatise, the detailed overview of its textual history (arguably, the best one available in
Western languages), the book-length glossary, and the best up-to-date bibliography make
Chemla’s and Guo’s book an indispensable tool for future research on the Jiu zhang suan
shu and on traditional Chinese mathematics in general. Yet it would be a mistake to think
that the work on the treatise and its commentaries is over; au contraire, the publication of
Chemla’s and Guo’s translation marks a new departure in the studies of the text by setting
a new standard for their quality. To mention but a few promising directions for future
research, one can recall the questions brieﬂy discussed in K. Chemla’s “Presentation text
A” [Chemla and Guo, 2004, 3–15]: What was the early history of the treatise, and in par-
ticular what were its connections with the recently unearthed mathematical text Suan shu
shu? What was the process that established the treatise as a “Classic”, and what are the con-
sequences of being a “Classic” for the commentatorial and didactical practices concerned?
The question brieﬂy mentioned by Chemla and posed earlier by other authors, in particular
by D.B. Wagner—Was the commentary credited to Liu Hui produced by a single person?—
remains frustratingly unanswerable. Answering it would certainly require a thorough anal-
ysis of the commentary in the general framework of Chinese commentatorial and educa-
tional traditions of the ﬁrst millennium AD. No less important are the questions
concerning the scope and the nature of the editorial work done by Li Chunfeng and his
team. These questions are naturally interrelated and would most likely require the applica-
tion of a number of especially designed methods of textual analysis. Those are but a few of
the many questions still remaining to be answered.42 Even the authors of the volume commit minor errors when using pinyin: see the wrong
transliteration of the Chinese name “Xin Dufang” instead of the correct “Xindu Fang” on p. 65.
43 Wagner most certainly did not mean Kawahara’s translation when enigmatically talking of some
“very second-rate translations” other than Chemla’s and Guo’s [Wagner, 2006, 322].
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